
Release Notes for Version 7.0.7868 
App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fix - Clearent Token updater needs to return the card type 
short version, not the full card type. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fixed - Credit Card Transactions/Recon is only loading data for 
the workstation - this needs to load for all in the MID. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Change Updated CTPaiement security protocols (TLS 1.2) 
 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix CC Reset Encryption will repair the broken tokens from the 
auto-updater 

 

SPOT Customer View Fix Fixed a problem where Customer View allowed entering a 
larger AR Credit Limit than the database can store, which 
resulted in failing to save the customer. 

 

SPOT Home Page Change As a SPOT user, I would like to have a wider/larger logo 
image on the home screen 
Home screen logos may now be either 130x75 pixels or 185x80 
pixels in size. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed a problem where the Describe & Price Conveyor Context 
setting was not effective 

 

SPOT Pickup Fix Fixed a problem where the preferred tender type was not 
always pre-selected for pickup when Force Scan is enabled. 

 

SPOT Printing Fix Fixed customer info slips not printing the phone number. 
Existing templates will need to be modified to use the Phone 
data field instead of PhoneFormatted. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix FIXED - The Daily Report was not sorting top customers in 
order of sales volume. 

 

SPOT Reports Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Cash Received' report to 
use archive data 
Cash Received report now supports archive data. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed a problem where SPOT Query Builder based reports that 
need a date range would not run. 

 

SPOT Rewards Fix Fixed a problem that prevented extending a reward coupon's 
expiration date. 

 

SPOT Rewards Change As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Prompt for Unclaimed 
Reward' feature to avoid printing if the reward is already 
expired 
Prompt for Unclaimed Reward will no longer offer to reprint 
expired unclaimed rewards. It will, however, notify about them 
on the first pickup after they expired. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Fixed - Save Customer - Erases addresses in on-demand 
requests 

 

SPOT Routes Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I want to see customer notes entered in 
route pickup request using MDC Mobile and 
CustomerConnect during the Detail process. 
Pickup request instructions will now be displayed at markin, 
either when the user enters the markin screen, finishes the 
markin session, or both. A "Route Pickup Instructions Viewed" 

Store Settings > Route Settings > Display Pickup 
Request Instructions at Markin 



Activity Log entry will be saved whenever a clerk views pickup 
instructions. 

SPOT SMS Fix As a SPOT/OTS user, I would like to batch orders into a 
single SMS in the SMS presentation type 
Add a check to not send multiple copies of a message to a 
customer when using SMS report presentations. 

 

MDC Mobile General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

Mobile push notifications now support the @FIRSTNAME token 
in the push template 

 

MDC Mobile General Change As an MDC Mobile user, I would like to require a valid 
method of payment to use the 'On My Way' feature 
Added check of payment status on the OnMyWay screen 

 

MDC Mobile General Fix Fixed loading of barcode on the kiosk screen 
 

MDC Mobile General Fix Fixed crash with zero number of features in the intro 
 

MDC Mobile General New Feature As an MDC user, I would like to utilize locker functionality 

Added Locker integration to MDC Mobile 

 

RouteTrac Client General Fix Change Photo loading API. 
 

RouteTrac Client General Fix Android - Fixed Image chooser 
 

RouteTrac Client General Change As a RouteTrac Mobile user, I would like a warning about 
delivering to a customer without A/R, CCOF, or Cash Credit 
and post as PNP if delivered 

Checking the customer payment status and show a warning 
about delivering to a customer without A/R, CCOF, or Cash 
Credit and post as PNP if delivered 

 

RouteTrac Manager General Change Changed login method, added additional device info 
 

SPOT Scheduler General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to use separate email or SMS 
templates upon delivery of a route order or a locker order. 
An "Order Delivered SMS" task type has been added to SPOT 
Scheduler Service. Also, the existing "Order Delivered Email" 
task type now supports ”Route" and "Locker" customer groups. 

 

 


